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Abstract. Electromagnetic (EM) techniques are the most commonly used geophysical methods
in mineral exploration. However, the use of EM measurements for environmental and engineering
applications like the detection of contaminant plumes or the exploration of waste sites is relatively
new.

The reason for the success of the application of EM methods to environmental problems lies in
the variation of conductivity caused by different geometry of pore fluids and clay contents in rocks,
and by the presence of organic and inorganic contaminants.

Many EM methods/instruments used for mapping near surface geology exist and nowadays
they play a central role in environmental geophysics. In general, these methods can be classified
in two blocks: EM methods using a plane wave source of excitation and EM methods using a
controlled source like a magnetic dipole or a loop source. The Very Low Frequency (VLF, VLF-
R) and Radiomagnetotelluric (RMT) methods are chosen as representative methods for plane wave
techniques, while horizontal loop EM methods operating in low induction numbers (EM31, EM34)
and Transient Electromagnetic methods (TEM) are chosen as representatives of magnetic dipole or
loop source techniques. Basic principles, advantages and disadvantages of each technique as well as
their connection to specific environmental problems will be discussed.

Different successful applications of these methods are reported in the literature. However, this
review will focus on three major subjects: waste site exploration, detection of contaminated earth
layers, and groundwater exploration. Case histories are presented illustrating the suitability of EM
methods for solving such problems.
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1. Introduction

In the last decade there has been a tremendous resurgence of interest in the use
of EM techniques for environmental applications due to their improved spatial
resolution and low costs.

In Figure 1 the frequency ranges of some EM methods are summarized. Usu-
ally Controlled Source Audiomagnetotellurics (CSAMT) and Horizontal Loop EM
(HLEM) systems operate below 10 kHz, but ‘Stratagem’ system (Geometrics) can
observe transfer functions up to 70 kHz. The conventional VLF has a limited
frequency range (10 kHz–30 kHz). RMT (10 kHz–1 MHz) is between VLF and
conventional Georadar, but there still remains a gap (1–10 MHz). Plane waves
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Figure 1.Frequency and time range of some EM-techniques.

in the 1–100 MHz frequency band are available from existing radio transmitters
or can easily be generated by using controlled sources, but displacement currents
cannot be neglected in this frequency range. Theoretical aspects and solutions for
this case have been presented by Kaufman and Keller (1983), Zhdanov and Keller
(1994) and recently by Song et al. (1997). Unfortunately, there is no instrument
available to cover the whole frequency range.

The transient EM (also known as time domain EM) instruments measure the
decay of eddy current in the time range of 5µs to 100 ms depending on the type
of instrument. This corresponds to an investigation depth between several meters
to several hundred meters depending on the conductivity of the earth.

Traditionally all EM methods are divided into high frequency, quasi-stationary,
and stationary groups (Zhdanov and Keller, 1994). Frequency ranges determine the
fundamental physics which governs EM field propagation. A high frequency field
(e.g., Georadar or Ground Penetrating Radar) is wave-like and a quasi-stationary
field is diffusion-like (e.g., Magnetotellurics). This paper especially deals with the
methods based on quasi-stationary fields. Stationary fields could also be included
in Figure 1 and can be classified as special cases of an electromagnetic field at
zero frequency. In this case, the magnetic field decouples from the electric field
(Zhdanov and Keller, 1994). Related techniques are: potential magnetic method,
Direct Current (DC) and Induced Polarization (IP) methods. They are also used for
environmental applications, but this is beyond the scope of this paper.

On the other hand, EM induction methods used in environmental geophysics
can also be classified into two groups (e.g., McNeill, 1990), and this classification
is chosen in this paper. One group uses a plane wave source; the corresponding
techniques are Magnetotellurics (MT), Audiomagnetotellurics (AMT), Very Low
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Frequency (VLF, VLF-R), Radiomagnetotellurics (RMT) and Controlled Source
Audiomagnetotellurics (CSAMT) in the far field zone. The other group uses mag-
netic dipole or loop source. Horizontal Loop EM (HLEM), Ground Conductivity
Meter (which is a special type of HLEM system operating in low induction num-
bers), and the Transient EM (TEM) methods are the corresponding techniques for
this group.

A large number of instruments developed especially by using magnetic dipole
or loop source (e.g., MaxMin, Genie, etc.) exists. Instead of describing all the
EM methods/instruments used in environmental geophysics, we will focus in the
following (Sections 2 and 3) on two techniques (VLF, RMT) representing the EM
plane wave source and on two techniques (EM34, TEM) representing magnetic di-
pole or loop source. Airborne measurements will not be discussed, nor will Ground
Penetration Radar (GPR). Inductive EM techniques will be considered at relatively
low frequencies where displacement currents can be ignored.

All EM methods used in environmental geophysics observe the conductivity
distribution in the subsurface. Conductivity, besides viscosity, represents the phys-
ical parameter with the highest dynamic range in the nature. For the materials in the
earth, it varies from 10−18 S/m (diamond) to 107 S/m (copper), i.e., by 25 orders of
magnitude (Weidelt, 1997). There is also a large variation of conductivity observed
on waste deposits (0.01–1 S/m).

In general, a discrimination between two types of contaminants is made, namely
between organic and inorganic contaminants. When in contact with groundwater
or wet soil, inorganic chemicals usually dissolve easily into ions, increasing the
number of totally dissolved material within the rock’s pore fluid, and thus the bulk
conductivity increases. The effect of organic contaminants on ground resistivities
is rather complex and subject of present investigations. In general, the resistivity
of rock should increase when high resistive oil occupies the place of the pore fluid,
but observations in the laboratory showed a decrease of resistivity at a frequency of
1 Hz right after oil contamination on samples of sand and till (Vanhala, 1997). An
explanation for this may be that oil detaches ions from the surfaces of rock particles
so that the number of total dissolved solids within the electrolyte increases. It
could also be possible that the hydrocarbons are cracked into ions by biochemical
processes.

The application of EM methods and other near surface (0–200 m) geo-
physical techniques for the solution of problems in archaeology, engineering
science, groundwater exploration, detection of contaminant plumes, and buried un-
known waste sites has three distinguishing characteristics not shared with regional
geophysics (Butler et al., 1997):
(a) very high resolution surveys;
(b) public health and safety concerns;
(c) near real time validation.

This calls for new efficient instruments, methods of data collection and inter-
pretation procedures (Christensen and Sørensen, 1995; McNeill, 1990). However,
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Figure 2.A common waste site situation.

today’s EM methods used in environmental geophysics constitute in general a new
context for an old subject. They rely mainly on principles and methods known and
practised for decades, but they address problems and issues that are for better or
worse a product of our times.

Nowadays, buried waste deposits represent one of the important and actual
environmental problems. A schematic common waste site situation in Europe is
illustrated in Figure 2. During the last 50 years, small gravel pits have been filled
with household refuse, building debris and a different kind of potentially dangerous
industrial waste. They were often filled up in an uncontrolled manner with little or
no documentation. These waste sites may impose a huge risk for the environment
and can be the main source for groundwater contamination.

Waste sites, especially in Europe, constitute a serious problem. There exists
a large number of old waste sites (approx. 90000 in Germany). Unfortunately,
only 5% of them have been explored by geophysical methods. Commonly, shallow
boreholes covering the survey area have been used for monitoring, but such an
approach is very expensive. Besides, it is possible to obtain detailed information
about the extent of such waste sites in a faster and more effective way with the help
of geophysical methods, in particular by the application of EM-methods, as shown
in the case histories in chapter 2.1 and 3.1.

New waste sites are at present more carefully designed, especially in the indus-
trialized countries: A clay layer at their base functions as a geological barrier and
the deposed waste material is much better controlled than prior. Hence, there is a
demand to study them.

In general, the conductivity of such waste sites is much higher compared with
the surrounding host. Therefore, EM techniques are very suitable for the explor-
ation of waste sites. Case histories were recently reported about the detection of
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their lateral and vertical extent (e.g., Berktold et al., 1992; Tezkan et al., 1996;
Zacher et al., 1996a; Pellerin and Alumbaugh, 1997).

A more difficult geophysical problem is the detection of possible contaminant
plumes emanating from waste sites where also a conductivity anomaly is expected
(Ben Miloud, 1986; Greenhouse et al., 1989).

In addition to the detection of contaminant plumes, the exploration of cavities
and tunnels, and the detection of hydrocarbon contaminated soil constitutes a very
important field of environmental application of EM methods (Walraevens et al.,
1997; Recher et al., 1998).

Such hydrocarbon contaminations may occur at military airports, refineries, and
industrial complexes where a large number of buried pipes and cables disturb the
EM response. The effect of such pipes should be considered when interpreting the
EM data by conductivity models quantitatively (Recher et al., 1998).

EM methods have also become much more common for groundwater explora-
tions (Fitterman and Stewart, 1986; Buselli et al., 1990; McNeill, 1990; Goldstein
et al., 1990; Turberg et al., 1994; Meju et al., 1988). This fact is due to the ability
of EM methods to distinguish between hydrological formations, because conduct-
ivity is often strongly correlated with porosity and hydraulic conductance. Due to
pollution and intensive use of the uppermost aquifer, more interest is now given to
deeper lying aquifers and many electromagnetic surveys investigate buried valleys
(Christensen and Sørensen, 1995).

Impressive case histories demonstrate the use of EM techniques for the detec-
tion of fresh water–salt water boundaries (Sandberg, 1987; Goldman et al., 1991).
EM measurements with DC resistivity measurements show good results for the
investigation of aquifers, especially in semi-arid areas (Meju et al., 1998). Excellent
reviews about electromagnetic methods for near surface applications were given by
McNeill (1990) and Frischknecht et al., (1991).

The review of David C. Nobes, given in 1994 during the ‘12th workshop on
electromagnetic induction in the earth’ in Brest, gives a detailed overview on elec-
trical and electromagnetic methods and their environmental applications (Nobes,
1996).

A quick look in the proceedings of the annual conferences of the environmental
and engineering society (EEGS), after the review of Nobes (1994), show the in-
creased number of EM applications on environmental problems and the related
theoretical and instrumental improvements in the USA and Europe.

EM measurements by car and by a towed system are now possible (Sørensen,
1996; Stiefelhagen, 1998) and satisfy the very important requirement in environ-
mental geophysics of quickly covering a large area. In environmental studies, EM
data were often interpreted qualitatively. Empirical methods are used as anomaly
detectors, where only the location of anomaly is resolved, but the parameters of
the section such as shape, depth of the bodies, etc. are not determined. An im-
portant trend during the last years is the quantitative interpretation of observed
data by conductivity models (Tezkan et al., 1996; Beamish, 1998; Ogilvy et al.,
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1998; Kaikkonen and Sharma, 1998). Rigorous inversion methods, 1-D, 2-D and in
some cases even 3-D (Alumbough and Morrison, 1995; Zhdanov and Keller, 1994;
Nabighian, 1991; Smith and Booker, 1991; Lines, 1989; Constable et al., 1987),
are used for quantitive interpretation. The migration technique for the quantitative
interpretation of EM data should also be mentioned at this place (Zhdanov et al.,
1995a, b).

2. EM methods using a plane-wave source of excitation

The well-known techniques belonging to this category are: MT, AMT, VLF,
VLF-R, RMT and CSAMT in the far field zone. In the case of MT and AMT,
electromagnetic fields of natural sources behave like plane waves at the surface of
the earth with a small amount of energy propagating vertically downward into earth
(Vozoff, 1991). Due to their large penetration depth, these methods are normally
not used in environmental geophysical exploration; only the AMT method is used
for groundwater prospecting (Weidelt, 1997; Meju et al., 1998).

VLF, VLF-R and RMT methods use the carrier waves from high-powered ci-
vilian and military transmitters operating in a frequency range between 10 kHz
and 1 MHz (Figure 3). At a great distance from such transmitters (vertical elec-
tric dipole), local electromagnetic fields can be viewed as being those of a plane
wave (McNeill and Labson, 1991). The electromagnetic field consists of a hori-
zontal magnetic field perpendicular to the direction of propagation and a horizontal
electric field in the direction of propagation. The presence of a large discrete
conductor or any anomalous conductivity structure in the earth will modify the
anomalous magnetic and electric fields observed. The ratio of the orthogonal ho-
rizontal components

∣∣Ex/Hy∣∣ is related to an average resistivity of the subsurface
for the observed frequency. The phase difference betweenEx andHy also contains
information of the conductivity structure.

The RMT method is an extension of VLF-frequencies (10–30 kHz) to higher
frequencies up to 1 MHz (Müller, 1983; Lagabrielle, 1986; Turberg et al., 1994).
The principle of this method is demonstrated schematically in Figure 3. At a
large distance from the transmitters the magnetic field is measured by a coil and
compared with the electric component measured between two grounded electrodes
spaced up to 20 m apart. The electrodes are placed perpendicular to the magnetic
field (e.g., in the direction of the transmitter). From the ratio of amplitudes of
the horizontal electric and magnetic field components apparent resistivity values
are derived using the Cagniard formula of magnetotellurics as shown in Figure
3 (Cagniard, 1953). Furthermore – since the source transmitter is operating at a
single, well established frequency – it is possible to measure accurately the phase
angle between electric and magnetic field components.

Due to the large number of transmitters (especially in Europe) it is easily pos-
sible to cover the entire frequency range with selected frequency pairs. In an ideal
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Figure 3.Schematic diagram for illustrating a RMT field setup over a hazardous waste site.

case, each pair should have similar frequencies with one transmitter direction par-
allel (E-polarization) and one perpendicular (B-polarization) to the general strike
given by geological or anthropological structures. Assuming a two-dimensional
resistivity distribution in the survey area, the data can be associated to the E- and B-
polarization (Tezkan et al., 1996; Zacher et al., 1996a). With this assumption the E-
and B-polarization data can be inverted jointly using 2D inversion techniques (e.g.,
Madden and Mackie, 1989; Smith and Booker, 1991). Model calculations show
that displacement currents can be neglected under normal conditions up to 1MHz

and the plane wave approximation is valid for VLF and RMT data (Zacher, 1992;
Schröder, 1994) so that the well-tested magnetotelluric interpretation software can
be used.

In practice, however, the strike direction is often unknown. In these situations
the same procedure is applied (i.e., perpendicular transmitters pairs with similar
frequencies are chosen) and the data are interpreted by 2D conductivity models
which can be biased by 3D effects.

VLF-R data are normally presented along profiles or as contour maps of resistiv-
ity and phase. In general, no sounding information is available and interpretation
is carried out mostly qualitatively. However, in some cases the data can also be
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interpreted in terms of a 1D and 2D conductivity model (Ogilvy et al., 1997;
Beamish, 1998). VLF-resistivity can be considered as an alternative for terrain
conductivity methods (Section 3) in many environmental and engineering surveys.
Regular VLF (e.g., the measurement of the transfer functions for the local vertical
magnetic field) is normally used to locate large mineralized zones, but can also be
useful in delineating lateral inhomogeneties of conductivity (e.g., shear zones and
overburden troughs).

VLF and RMT instruments are light-weight and easy to use. This is one
important reason for their wide use in environmental applications. Using the
RMT instrument developed by the Hydrogeological Institute of the University of
Neuchâtel (Müller, 1983), scalar measurements (i.e., apparent resistivity and phase
observations from one transmitter direction) in the frequency range between 1 kHz
and 300 kHz can be carried out in a relatively short time (about 2 minutes are
necessary to measure apparent resistivity and phase values for 4 frequencies at one
station).

Hollier-Larousse et al. (1994) have also developed a RMT-system (10 kHz–1
MHz), but only apparent resistivities (no phase information) for selected fre-
quencies are measured. Several impressive applications of their technique on
engineering problems have been reported (e.g., Dupis and Choquier, 1996).

There is no instrument available which is suitable for carrying out tensor meas-
urements for frequencies above 70 kHz. The Stratagem system of Geonics allows
tensor measurements up to 70 kHz. VLF and RMT systems can only carry out
scalar measurements.

The development of an instrument operating in a broad frequency range from
several Hz to 100 MHz will be a task for the future.

2.1. CASE HISTORIES

Many VLF and RMT surveys have been widely and successfully conducted for
a range of different purposes in the last few years, mainly for groundwater ex-
ploration (e.g., Turberg et al., 1994; Hollier-Larousse et al., 1994; Schwinn and
Tezkan, 1997), for archaeological purposes (Zacher et al., 1996b; Baum, 1998), and
recently for waste disposal exploration (Tezkan et al., 1996; Zacher et al., 1996a).

Due to the availability of only one frequency, VLF measurements are inter-
preted mostly qualitatively and it is difficult to derive depth information from the
VLF data. For many applications in environmental geophysics this procedure is
sufficient (e.g., detection of lateral borders of a waste site).

2.2. VLF-R-SURVEY

Figure 4 demonstrates a representative example of a VLF-R survey for the location
of a contaminant plume moving away from a municipal landfill. The contaminated
unit is a sand layer, typically 10 m thick, overlying crystalline bedrock (Ben Mil-
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Figure 4.Apparent resistivity contours over contaminant plumes near North Bay, Ontario (Ben Mi-
loud, 1986). Contaminated groundwater emanates from a landfill source at upper right and moves
towards discharge points in a swamp.

oud, 1986). The direction of a contaminant plume is interpreted from the shape of
isolines derived from the observed apparent resistivity.

Other VLF surveys (Kampmeier, 1992; Berktold et al., 1992; Ogilvy et al.,
1998) also show the effectiveness of this method for waste disposal explorations.

2.3. RMT-SURVEYS

However, by using the RMT technique which has an extended frequency range
including the VLF frequencies, the data can be interpreted quantitatively by con-
ductivity models and depth information can be derived. The RMT technique is
relatively new compared to conventional VLF methods. Thus, more emphasis is
given on this application in the following. Figures 5–8 demonstrate a successful
application of this technique to waste site exploration (Zacher et al., 1996a). Com-
monly, waste site exploration is carried out by geotechnical methods. Geophysical
methods (especially EM techniques) are barely known, particularly in the state
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Figure 5.Lower boundary derived from drillings of a waste site near Cologne.

departments for environmental studies. To derive the vertical and lateral extend
of a waste site which is located very close to Cologne/Germany, a company had
drilled 24 boreholes on a 50× 50 m grid.

Figure 5 shows the lower boundary of waste material derived from these bore-
holes. The waste deposit has dimensions of approximately 80× 300 m. The
thickness of the waste is decreasing rapidly towards its boundaries. The bright
areas indicate the undisturbed geology, whereas the dark areas show the largest
thickness in the middle of the waste deposit.

Three pairs of frequencies from radio transmitters perpendicular to each other
have been used for RMT measurements in this area and apparent resistivity and
phase data were collected on 11 profiles (Figure 5) (Zacher et al., 1996a). The
RMT measurements were made to interpolate between the drilling locations in
order to determine the boundaries more accurately than it was possible with the
coarse drilling grid. The measurements and the interpretation were done without
taking into account the information from the boreholes in Figure 5. The main aim
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Figure 6.Apparent resistivity data of profile 95N for 3 frequencies at the Cologne waste site. The
lateral boundaries at profile meter 30 and 130 coincide with the drilling results in Figure 5. The
transmitters are located in E–W direction.

of the survey was also to test the efficiency of RMT in an area well studied by
geotechnical methods.

Apparent resistivities on profile 95N (close to borehole 20 in Figure 5) are
shown in Figure 6 for the frequencies 195, 77.5 and 19.6 kHz as a representat-

Figure 7. 2D inversion result for profile 95N at the Cologne waste site which is characterized by
low resistivities (< 30� m) between profile meter 30 and 120. The deeper low resistive structure
indicates the clay layer.
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Figure 8.Resistivity distribution of the survey area at a 3 m depth at the Cologne waste site.

ive example. The lateral boundaries are characterized by strongly decreasing and
increasing apparent resistivities at profile 30 and 130 m for all frequencies coin-
ciding with the drilling results in Figure 5. The RMT data are interpreted by a 2D
inversion technique (Mackie et al., 1994, Rodi and Mackie, 1999). Figure 7 shows
for instance the 2D resistivity model for profile 95N. As expected from the field
data shown in Figure 6 the lateral borders of the waste site are well resolved and
additional depth information can be derived. The drilling point 20 was very close
to this profile (Figure 5) and indicates the bottom of the waste site to be 7 m deep,
which corresponds with the RMT modeling in Figure 7. Due to the smoothness
parameter used in the 2D inversion algorithm (Smith and Booker, 1991; Mackie et
al., 1994, Rodi and Mackie, 1999) the vertical transition from one layer to another
is not very sharp in 2D RMT-conductivity models. Similar 2D inversions have been
carried out for all RMT profiles and the results correspond with the drilling results.
A quasi 3D resistivity distribution beneath the survey area has been derived from
these inversions. Figure 8 presents a slice through this data set for a depth of 3 m.
The lateral boundaries of the waste deposit have been determined more accurately
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Figure 9.A 2D conductivity model derived from RMT data observed on a profile at a contaminated
site near the International Airport Strasbourg (Recher et al., 1998). The resistive layer at 9 m depth
may be interpreted as a contaminated zone in the sandy layer.

than by the drilling results. The results demonstrated in Figure 8 can be regarded
as a final step for RMT-interpretation.

A successful RMT application for the location of a kerosene contaminated area
near the airport of Strasbourg, France, is reported by Recher et al. (1998). Figure
9 shows the 2D inversion result of the RMT data measured on the contaminated
site where the effect of buried pipes beneath the survey area is taken into account
(Recher, 1998). Unfortunately, a large number of buried pipes exist in such con-
taminated areas and their response can bias the result of a 2D RMT-inversion. Their
location and depth should be known accurately, so that they can be considered in
the RMT inversion process. The result of this 2D inversion was compared with the
borehole results. A resistive layer has been found in the sandy layer which may
correspond to the contaminated soil near the water table as indicated with ‘HC’
in the borehole plot of Figure 9. The thin clay layer cannot be detected by 2D
RMT-inversion.

To verify that electromagnetic methods are appropriate for environmental in-
vestigations, especially for waste sites, the Idaho National Laboratory Cold Test
Pit has been constructed to simulate hazardous waste occurrences (Pellerin and
Alumbaugh, 1997). Variable cap materials were 1–2 m thick and the bottom of
the waste site is approximately at 8 m depth (Pellerin et al., 1997, Zhdanov et al.,
1995)). Four profiles over the boxes and drum cells have been defined (Figure 10),
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Figure 10.Survey layout at the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory Cold Test Pit (Pellerin and
Alumbaugh, 1997).

and 11 different EM methods were applied. The successful results are summarized
by Pellerin and Alumbaugh (1997). Especially, the plane wave methods (RMT and
CSAMT in the far field zone) show excellent results due to the highly developed
interpretation techniques. Figures 11–13 present the results of these methods for
the profile 7.5S (Figure 10). The CSAMT method was represented by the Stratagem
system. Data were collected from 0.8 to 72 kHz. In Figure 11, apparent resistivity
and phase data are presented as pseudo sections for the B-polarization case (the
E-field is perpendicular to the strike direction which is N–S) and profile data are
shown in Figure 12. The waste is clearly seen as a strong conductive anomaly in
the apparent resistivity data. The existence of the bedrock is clearly detected by the
phase values (phases below 10 kHz are less than 45◦).

Four transmitters in a frequency range of 10–200 kHz located perpendicular to
the strike direction of the survey area (i.e., E–W) were selected and RMT data of
high quality were obtained (Tezkan et al., 1997). Apparent resistivity and phase
data show the lateral borders of the waste site by strongly decreasing apparent
resistivities and significantly varying phase values. The result of the 2D inversion
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Figure 11.Resistivity and phase pseudosections for profile 7.5S at the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory Cold Test Pit (B-polarization mode) (modified after Pellerin and Alumbaugh, 1997).

of the data set is shown in Figure 13, where the highly conductive waste is clearly
resolved beneath the poorly conducting top layer.

The lowest RMT frequency is limited to 10 kHz. If the target has a high conduct-
ivity, the bottom of it cannot always be determined. A combination of the Stratagem
and RMT system (0.1–1 MHz) would be ideal for many environmental applications
and groundwater exploration.

2.4. CAR-BORNE MEASUREMENTS

Although VLF and RMT techniques are relatively fast, even faster methods and
techniques are necessary in environmental geophysics in order to survey a large
area in a relatively short time. One of the newest developments in this area is
a VLF instrument which allows the acquisition of data with the help of an an-
tenna mounted behind a car. Figure 14 shows this instrument, developed at the
Hydrogeological Institute of the University of Neuchâtel (Stiefelhagen, 1998).
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Figure 12. Apparent resistivity and phase of profile 7.5S at the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory Cold Test Pit (Tezkan et al., 1997).

The orientation of the magnetic coils is controlled automatically by another
horizontal coil which is perpendicular to the primary field and adjustments coil
orientation are continually made to keep it always in the direction of signal
minimum.

The velocity of the car during the measurements is about 20 km/h. Components
that are recorded continuously are ‘in phase’ and ‘out of phase’ of the transfer
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Figure 13.A 2D conductivity model obtained from the RMT profile along 7.5S at the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory Cold Test Pit (Tezkan et al., 1997).

function. Stiefelhagen (1998) applied this technique successfully to engineering
problems (landslide, cavity detection) in Switzerland and for ground water in-
vestigation in Niger. Figure 15 demonstrates the out of phase measurements in
Niger carried out with a car-borne VLF-instrument. Borehole locations are suc-
cessfully derived from these measurements with the help of additional Slingram
measurements, which are not shown here. In Figure 15 the locations of suggested
boreholes according to these measurements are marked and the obtained ground
water amount is indicated. The dry drilling was positioned at an extreme value of
the VLF and Slingram data and the productive drilling was positioned in between
to such extreme values. The quality of the data suffered from the ruggedness of
the terrain and the errors of GPS measurements. A first statistical analysis of the
data confirms, for example, the experiences of Palacky et al., 1981 about the geo-
logical situation of wide areas in Africa where productive drilling should be done
in between extrema of corresponding VLF and Slingram data.

3. EM methods employing a magnetic dipole or loop source

The adaptions of horizontal loop EM methods are probably the most used geo-
physical techniques for contaminated site investigations. In these techniques the
transmitter creates a time varying primary magnetic field (Hp) which induces cur-
rents in the subsurface. These in turn create a secondary magnetic field (Hs) which
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Figure 14.Car with automatically oriented antenna fixed behind for car-borne VLF measurements
(Stiefelhagen, 1998).

Figure 15.VLF data (out of phase component) on a profile for groundwater exploration in Niger.
The frequency used was 18.3 kHz. Borehole locations are also marked (Stiefelhagen, 1998).
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is measured by the receiver. The ‘Slingram’ method measures the ‘in phase’ and
‘quadrature phase’ components of the vertical magnetic field at several frequencies
and is very effective in mapping faults and shear zones for groundwater prospect-
ing. The Slingram method does not directly obtain the apparent conductivity. For
low induction numbers, however, the ratio of the secondary (Hs) to the primary
field (Hp) is proportional to the frequency, square of intercoil spacing (r) and
terrain conductivity (σ ) (McNeill, 1980). A fixed combination of coil distance and
frequency can be used if the response parameter (Spies and Frischknecht, 1991)

Q = r
√
σµω

2
(1)

is smaller than 1 for a wide range of conductivity (µ = permeability andω = angular
frequency). This is true ifr is much smaller than the skin depth. For ground con-
ductivities above 100 mS/m however, this condition is not valid and the readings
will be erroneous. As shown by McNeil (1980), for low induction numbers the
ratio of the secondary to the primary magnetic field is directly proportional to
terrain conductivity. By measuring the quadrature component ofHs/Hp (in phase
is assumed as negligibly small), the apparent conductivity can be obtained:

σa = 4

µ0ωr2

(
Hs

Hp

)
. (2)

These are the basic conditions for the design of the Geonics EM31 and 34-3 sys-
tems, two of the most frequently used instruments in environmental geophysics,
operating at discrete frequencies between 0.4 and 10 kHz. These instruments are
usually used for lateral profiling. However, several combinations of horizontal and
vertical modes and coil spacings can be used to perform vertical soundings.

The advantage of these systems lies in the fact that large areas can be sur-
veyed rapidly and inexpensively, whereas their major disadvantage is that they give
limited information about the variation of conductivity with depth (McNeil, 1990).

The EM31, which consists of two coplanar coils (intercoil spacing is 3.7 m)
mounted on a rigid boom, can be operated by one person. The approximate depth
of exploration is about 6 m.

The EM34-3 uses two circular coils, connected by cables to the electronics.
Intercoil separations of 10, 20 and 40 m are allowed. The approximate depth of
exploration varies between 6 and 30 m. The EM31 and EM34-3 instruments can
be used in both horizontal and vertical dipole mode.

Figure 16 describes the vertical penetration and resolution of these systems in
horizontal and vertical coil axis modes. The sensitivity falls off quickly at depths
below one coil spacing. The vertical coil configuration penetrates a little deeper but
is less sensitive to surface materials.

Recent progress in fast switching circuits also allows time domain EM (or tran-
sient EM: TEM) systems to be used for hydrogeological and environmental studies
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Figure 16.Terrain conductivity response as a function of depth for vertical and horizontal dipole
models of the GEONICS EM-31 and EM-34. The horizontal axis is depth-normalized by the coil
spacing and the vertical axis gives relative response (McNeill, 1980)

Figure 17.Diagrammatic representation of the transient electromagnetic method (Sørensen, 1996).

(Nobes, 1994). One possible field setup is shown in Figure 17. It demonstrates the
smoke ring concept and interpretation method published by Eaton and Hohman
(1989) The induced eddy currents will travel down quickly through electrically
poorly conducting layers like sand and gravel, whereas they will be decelerated
in good conductors, such as clay. By interpreting the decay of the measured mag-
netic field (transient) it is possible to determine the resistivity distribution in the
subsurface below the measured area (Christensen and Sørensen, 1995).
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TEM methods are commonly used for mineral exploration and groundwater
prospecting. However, recent improvements in electronics allow faster transmitter
turn-off times and therefore shallower soundings for environmental applications
(Mauldin-Mayerle et al., 1998; Fainberg et al., 1998). Faster electronics also
allow the acquisition of all three magnetic field components simultaneously, in-
creasing the amount of information available for interpretation and modeling
(Mauldin-Mayerle et al., 1998).

A new development in this area is the ‘Pulled Array Transient Electromagnetic
Method’ (PATEM) (Sørensen, 1997), where a transmitter and a receiver coil system
are towed with a speed of approximately 2 km/h along the profile lines while meas-
uring. The transmitter system is optimized to transmit high currents with short turn
off times in small coils of the order 2.5× 2.5 m. The receiver coil system consists
of a suspended horizontal coil with parallel amplifier channels with progressively
increasing gain. With this method, the cost of the TEM field work is drastically
reduced. The comparison of PATEM data with conventional PROTEM 47 data
show an excellent agreement. (Sørensen, 1997).

For environmental (Tezkan et al., 1996; Greinwald et al., 1997) and ground-
water studies (Fitterman and Stewart, 1986; Meju et al., 1998) Slingram mode
and central loop mode are usually used. TEM data are less affected by lateral
inhomogeneties in the earth and can also be interpreted by means of 2D and 3D
conductivity models (Helwig, 1994). For many shallow environmental targets the
minimum exploration depth obtainable from TEM data may be too large. In this
case, a combination of TEM with DC resistivity or with RMT measurements is
recommended. In the case of horizontal stratified earth the interpretation of the
data can be carried out by 1D joint interpretation techniques (e.g., Harinarayana,
1998).

3.1. CASE HISTORIES

There exists a large number of case histories for the use of horizontal loop EM
methods for environmental applications (see proceedings of EEGS, 95, 96, 97),
mainly the exploration of lateral variations of waste sites (e.g., De Iaco et al.,
1998) and the mapping of the extent of groundwater contamination by waste de-
posits (e.g., Walraevens et al., 1997). The results of these EM surveys can directly
guide the placement of sampling and monitoring wells. Successful application of
EM34 measurements are also reported for mapping lateral variations of conduct-
ivity beneath a planned deposit (Kolodziey, 1997) and for the investigation of a
strand zone (Gourry and Watremez, 1998). EM31 measurements have often been
applied to detect buried drums, tanks and pipelines by virtue of their high contrast
in electrical properties. In the following section, two typical EM34 applications are
demonstrated.
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3.2. EM34-SURVEYS

The first case history is taken from Walraevens et al. (1997) and reports EM34
measurements on two waste sites in Belgium. The aim of this study is the invest-
igation of groundwater pollution mainly caused by the presence of waste disposal
sites. Figure 18 shows contours of the observed apparent conductivity for a coil
spacing of 10 m in horizontal dipole mode. The unpolluted area shows a terrain
conductivity mostly below 20 mS/m. The position of the triangular waste deposit
is clearly expressed by a high conductivity peak. The position of the rectangular
waste disposal does not correspond to a peak in the apparent terrain conductivity.
However, a high conductivity anomaly was also detected outside the waste site. The
contamination plume has migrated with the groundwater towards the southwest and
is now concentrated along a lane bordered by a brook which is draining ground-
water flow (Walraevens et al., 1997). The responses for three coil separations used
during the measurements along the lane (see Figure 18) have been compared with
each other in Figure 19. The anomaly is evident for all coil spacings, indicating that
the pollution occurs in the lower and upper aquifer in this region. The presence of
pollution has been confirmed by well loggings.

The next EM34 case study demonstrated in Figure 20 depicts the contamination
emanating from a municipal landfill in Brazil (Greenhouseet al., 1989). EM34
measurements were carried out at each marked point. The contours define a high
conductivity plume which clearly originates from the landfill and intersects a well
at a farmhouse 200 m away (Greenhouse et al., 1989).

In general, it is not easy to interpret the observed conductivity anomaly outside
the waste as a contamination plume. The same anomaly can also, for example, be
interpreted as clay lenses. Therefore, non-EM methods (e.g., seismics) are some-
times able to help in solving the problem (Lindler et al., 1993). In the case histories
discussed in this paper the conductivity anomalies were confirmed by contaminated
drilling samples.

3.3. TEM-SURVEY

In addition to the detection of polluted areas at relatively large depths and the
delineation of the bottom of deep waste deposits, the TEM method has proved
to be very efficient in mapping the depth of good conducting tertiary clays forming
the sides and the bottom of the aquifer.

Nowadays, groundwater prospecting emphasizes the investigation of deeper-
lying aquifers, because the uppermost aquifer is often affected by pollution,
especially in the industrial countries. Sometimes deeper aquifers are composed
of quaternary sand and gravel formations in tertiary valleys in the clays. Many
hydrogeophysical investigations are carried out to look for such buried valleys
which are invisible from the surface (Christensen and Sørensen, 1995).

Many more TEM case histories have been published, especially for groundwater
contamination (e.g., Fitterman and Stewart, 1986; Goldman et al., 1991).
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Figure 18.Contours of apparent conductivity for EM34 measurements with an intercoil spacing of
10 m at two waste sites in Belgium (Walraevens et al., 1997).

In recent years, TEM has been introduced in connection with the mapping of
larger structural formations and has provided extremely good results in Denmark
(Christensen and Sørensen, 1995), so that these EM methods are well known and
accepted by local and regional authorities. The map in Figure 21 shows the depth
to a well conductive tertiary clay layer derived from 1D-interpretations of 1500
TEM soundings (Sørensen, 1996). The high data density produces a detailed and
coherent map of interconnections between the pre-quaternary valleys. Such a map
is crucial for the interpretation of the aquifers in this area.
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Figure 19.EM34 measurements with intercoil spacing of 10, 20 and 40 m along the lane indicated
in Figure 19.

4. Conclusions

As demonstrated, electromagnetic techniques can be applied successfully to envir-
onmental problems. They can, for example, delineate buried waste and characterize
the surrounding geology. Some EM case histories of the detection of contaminant
plumes give encouraging results. Sometimes a combination of different techniques
(including DC resistivity) is necessary for a successful application.

The interpretation of the impedance methods (RMT, CSAMT) is highly de-
veloped. However, due to the limited frequency range of existing EM instruments
used for shallow applications (e.g., VLF-R, RMT), it is sometimes difficult to get
information beneath a highly conductive target. The development of an instrument
operating from several Hz to 100 MHz is a future task. Many efforts were made
to interpret the observed EM data by multidimensional conductivity models and
to derive depth information. The successful interpretation of RMT data by 2D
inversion techniques and 3D modeling of VLF data are the best examples of these.
The TEM measurements for the mapping of aquifers in Denmark show particularly
the acceptance of geophysics (EM techniques) by local and regional authorities and
enable confidence to be placed in future investigations.
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Figure 20. An EM34 survey near Novo Horizonte, Brazil. Leachate from a landfill at the top of
the diagram moves towards discharge in a swamp at lower right, passing under a farmhouse and
contaminating its well. Contours are in mS/m. (Greenhouse et al., 1989)

Figure 21.Elevation of a conductive tertiary clay layer based on interpretations of TEM soundings in
the area of Århus, Denmark. The tertiary clay basement is relatively flat around Solbjerg and a deep
pronounced valley cuts down into the basement at Beder and Tranbjerg (Sørensen, 1996).
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New EM instruments developed in the last years allow the surveying of a large
area in short time periods necessary in environmental applications. The VLF in-
strument developed at the University of Neuchâtel and the PATEM instrument
developed in the University of Århus allow measurements by car and by a towed
system respectively. There is also a clear tendency to build EM systems for quick
measurements.
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